Dell Wyse Client VESA Mounting
Bracket for Dell E Series Monitor
Installation Instructions
This VESA mounting bracket (E bracket) is used for mounting a Wyse client to the Dell E
Series Monitor. A #1 Phillips-head screwdriver is required.

Wyse Clients Using this Bracket
Wyse clients, Dx0D, Dx0Q, N03D, PxN, Tx0, and Tx0D may use the Dell Wyse Client
VESA Mounting Bracket (E bracket) for Dell E Series Monitors.
Table 1

Wyse Clients by Regulatory Model Number and Product Name

Dx0D

Dx0Q

N03D

PxN

Tx0

Tx0D

5000-D00DX
(Xenith Pro 2)

5400-D00Q

3290

5020-P25

3000-T00X
(Xenith 2)

3002-T00DX
(Xenith 3)

5200-D00D

5490-D90Q7

3010-T10

3012-T10D

5212-D10D

5490-D90Q7P

3050-T50

5212-D10DP

5490-D90Q8

5250-D50D
5290-D90D7
5290-D90D7P
5290-D90D8

Shown below are models Dx0D and Tx0 on monitors with an attached base extension.
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CAUTION: Mount the client only as shown with the power button facing up.
Improper orientation (where the back panel or front panel is facing down) could restrict
the airflow of heat from the device and damage it.
CAUTION: Do not enclose the client in a confined environment without proper
ventilation.

Included in the Kit (PN 920396-02L)
Parts provided in the kit include: (1) E bracket, (1) monitor base extender, (4) hex nuts,
(4) shoulder screws, and (4) screws.

NOTE: VESA screws come pre-installed in your monitor to use for attaching the
E bracket to the monitor.
NOTE: Due to the position of the monitor stand, a power adapter holder is not
used.
NOTE for N03D: You need to purchase separately the client horizontal stand/VESA
bracket with the ‘hex’ holes. For N03D, use PN 920372-01L.

NOTE for PxN, Tx0, and Tx0D: You need to purchase separately (or have received
with your client) the client horizontal stand/VESA bracket with the ‘hex’ holes. For Tx0,
use PN 920334-01L. For PxN and Tx0D, use PN 920334-11L.
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Mounting the Base Extension to the E Series Monitor
To attach the base extension:
1. Place the monitor face down on a padded table, with the foot of the stand hanging
over the table’s edge.
2. Slide the base extension onto the monitor stand as shown and firmly attach the
provided screws.

Mounting Dx0D Client
Use the following instructions to mount the Dx0D client to the E bracket.
1. Preparing the Client - Remove the client from its current stand. If not already
removed, use a Phillips-head screwdriver to remove the four (4) filler screws from
the side of the client and replace them with the provided four (4) shoulder screws.
Discard the filler screws.
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2. Attaching E Bracket to the Monitor - Remove the four (4) VESA screws from the
back of the monitor and set them aside. Position the E bracket on the back of the
monitor and attach it using the same VESA screws (do not over-tighten).
NOTE: For ease of attaching the screws, you may want to place the monitor face
down on a padded table, with the foot of the stand hanging over the table’s edge.

3. Attaching the Client - Place the monitor in the upright standing position. Then,
slightly tip the client to align and insert the four protruding shoulder screws into the
four cutout areas of the E bracket. The security latch will move automatically when
the shoulder screws are inserted.
NOTE: If you need to remove the client, gently pull the security latch slightly to
the right to release the shoulder screws and to lift the client from the bracket
cutouts.

4. Finishing - Make all desired connections, and then connect the power adapter’s AC
power cable to an electrical outlet.
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Mounting N03D, PxN, Tx0, and Tx0D Clients
Use the following instructions to mount the N03D, PxN, Tx0, and Tx0D client to the
E bracket.
1. Preparing the Client and VESA Bracket - Remove the client from its horizontal
stand/VESA bracket. On the ‘inside’ of the stand/bracket, slip one of the four (4)
provided hex nuts into a screw hole.
NOTE: Use your finger to slide the hex nut across the stand/VESA bracket
surface so that it easily slips into the recessed cutout.
Important: You need to have the plastic bracket with the hex holes. For N03D, use
PN 920372-01L. For Tx0, use PN 920334-01L. For PxN and Tx0D, use PN
920334-11L. (No hex holes? Contact a Dell sales representative to purchase the
correct bracket for installation.)
Using a Phillips-head screwdriver, attach one of the four (4) shoulder screws
through the ‘outside’ bracket screw hole and into the nut (do not over-tighten).
Repeat for remaining three hex nuts and shoulder screws.
Finally, insert the client into the stand/VESA bracket as shown, with the power
button at the top, and the extended plastic ledge on the opposite side.

2. Attaching the E Bracket to the Monitor - Remove the four (4) VESA screws from the
back of the monitor and set them aside. Position the E bracket on the back of the
monitor and attach it using the same VESA screws (do not over-tighten).
NOTE: For ease of attaching the screws, you may want to place the monitor face
down on a padded table, with the foot of the stand hanging over the table’s edge.

3. Attaching the Client - Place the monitor in the upright standing position. Then,
slightly tip the client to align and insert the protruding shoulder screws into the four
cutout areas of the bracket. The security latch will move automatically when the
shoulder screws are inserted.
NOTE: If you need to remove the client, gently pull the security latch slightly to
the right to release the shoulder screws and to lift the client from the bracket
cutouts.

4. Finishing - Make all desired connections, and then connect the power adapter’s AC
power cable to an electrical outlet.
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